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Abstract—In ubiquitous environments, resources limitations and fluctuations combined with device mobility requires the dynamic adaptation of mobile applications. This paper reports on the extension of the MUSIC adaptation middleware with aspect-oriented programming support in order to handle crosscutting adaptations. Basically, this extension specifies an architectural model for defining applications as a composition of aspects and components. The dynamic adaptation of an application in a given context is realized by selecting the appropriate component and aspect implementations using utility functions as a mean of optimizing the overall QoS. Our approach and middleware are implemented and tested on top of OSGi framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of mobile and ubiquitous applications raises problems inherent to the heterogeneity and the dynam- icity properties that characterizes ubiquitous environments. These challenges have generated the need to consider the dynamic adaptation of the application triggered by different context changes, such as resources limitations and fluctuations, mobility and user preferences. Within this setting, the MUSIC project [1], [2], [3] provides a general architecture-based approach for the development and management of self-adaptive applications following the separation of concerns principle. The adaptation reasoning is based on contextual component composition and selection using utility functions as a means to find an optimal configuration to better satisfy mobile users.

The purpose of this paper is to allow the MUSIC middleware to support crosscutting concerns self-adaptation such as security, transactions, logging and dependability. This support is often intrusive and requires the developer of the ubiquitous application to merge dynamically both technical and business concerns into the application code. One solution to face this problem is to develop several versions of the application and configures them depending on the adaptation concern requirements. However, this solution does not scale when the number of concerns increases, meaning that the combination of C concerns for an application typically implies the development of $2^C$ realizations of this application. Furthermore, adding such concerns into the applications introduces usually trade offs between Quality of Service (QoS) dimensions, such as security level and response time [4], that should be taken into account.

In this setting, we propose a modular approach for dynamically supporting the integration of crosscutting concerns into self-adaptive ubiquitous applications. This approach combines the strengths of Planning-based Adaptation Middleware [1], [2] and Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [5], [6], [7] for leveraging the development of self-adaptive ubiquitous applications. In particular, AOP offers a modular approach for controlling the effects of code tangling and scattering in an architecture [7] and proposes to isolate crosscutting concerns as aspects, which are woven into different parts of the architecture.

Merging aspects with software components is not a new idea and has been adopted in many projects. However, our approach is different from the others in the sense that our variability model is able to dynamically plan and to select aspects configurations [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. In our previous contribution, we have introduced initial short ideas on how AOP could be benefit to MUSIC [13] and particularly in case of dependability concern. This paper is a generalization and a validation of these proposals where the contribution is twofold.

First, we present an adaptation model allowing the selection of the optimal composition of aspects and components implementations depending on context changes. Crosscutting concerns and their alternative realizations are represented as aspects by isolating them from the business concerns. The integrations of these concerns mechanisms are modeled as specific component compositions, while the alternative configurations are discriminated in terms of QoS properties.

Second, we propose a planning-based middleware that embodies this model and provides low level AOP weaving as an additional mechanisms. This is realized by extending the architecture of the MUSIC middleware independently from a particular AOP languages, such as AspectJ [5] and JAC [6]. To assess this model, the middleware is implemented and tested on top of the OSGi framework.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the MUSIC adaptation approach and its concepts. Section III extends the MUSIC models with AOP
support. The implementation of our proposal are explained in section IV before concluding.

II. MUSIC PLANNING-BASED ADAPTATION APPROACH

The MUSIC project follows an architectural methodology and provides a middleware solution providing support for self-adaptation and context-awareness. An application is designed as a component framework, which defines the functionalities of the application. These components are deployed on resource-constrained nodes.

An application is represented as a Plan describing its internal structure at run-time within the middleware. A Plan defines a set of QoS Predictors which are functions evaluating the QoS properties and resource needs expressed by QoS Dimensions. The utility function is defined with these QoS Predictors. A Plan describes either a Composite component Realization, which is a composition of component Realizations or an Atomic Component Realization. Constraints are predicates over the properties of the constituting components of a composition, which restricts the possible combinations of component realizations. In the rest of the paper, this is referred to our variability model.

Planning is the process determining the optimal configuration of component realizations by optimizing the utility function, which is a way of evaluating the overall QoS provided by the application. This process is triggered when the application starts or at run-time when the execution context changes. The adaptation middleware iterates over the plans associated to a given application. For each plan, it resolves the dependencies of the plan and evaluates the utility function according to the current context by computing the QoS predictors. The utility function is expressed as a weighted sum of dimensional utility functions where the weights express user preferences. A dimensional utility function measures user satisfaction in one property dimension.

III. ASPECTS AND COMPONENTS PLANNING MODEL

The main contribution of this paper is to extend the MUSIC approach with AOP. This contributes to enrich the middleware adaptation expressiveness to handle crosscutting concerns, such as security, logging, and transactions. In the following, both the MUSIC adaptation model and the middleware architecture are revisited and extended with aspect support.

A. Aspect and Component Variability Model

The challenge with the extension of the variability model to support aspects is twofold. First, the developer should be able to express architectures as a composition of aspects and components. Second, the middleware should be able to reason on such hybrid compositions in order to contextually select the optimal configuration.

Figure 1 depicts the extended adaptation model, which supports aspects and components composition. Basically, aspects are associated to the targeted components to be woven. An aspect is considered as any MUSIC component characterized by provided and required properties. The subtle difference with the MUSIC component model is the notion of binding, which is not explicit in the case of aspects since the code is woven directly into components.

A plan could be either of component or aspect type. Like a MUSIC component, an aspect is described by a typed plan. Both aspects and components properties are exploited by the QoS Predictor function to derive the aggregated properties values. The realization of an aspect plan is either a Composite Aspect Plan or an Atomic Aspect Plan.

An Atomic Aspect Plan is an aspect description that has to be woven into a component implementation referred to as an Atomic Component Plan. Atomic Aspect Plans are usually used when there is only one aspect to be woven.

A Composite Aspect Plan defines a set of organized aspects. It refers to the different aspects individual implementations and a possible set of rules that describes the behavior of the weaving process of such aspects. A simple example of such rules is the order in which aspects are executed. Note that weaving several aspects into the same application is not trivial since woven aspects could potentially modify the initial join points [14]. Composite Aspect Plans are used when many aspects have to be woven into the same component such as weaving logging and security aspects into the same application.

Finally, as components, architectural constraints—or invariants—can be defined on Aspect Plans.

B. Aspect Planning Middleware Architecture

Figure 2 revisits the middleware architecture presented in Figure ?? and introduces aspect components. The main requirement when extending the architecture is to be independent of a particular load-time AOP technology. Therefore, we have basically added a new composite called Aspect Manager. This component reflects an abstraction of the main services provided by the underlying AOP technology such as AspectJ [5] and JAC [6]. It is composed of three components, namely Aspect Plan Repository, Aspect Weaver, and Aspect Factory.
The Aspect Plan Repository is used to store and to get Aspect Plans (i.e., aspects implementations). It is called by the Adaptation Controller through the Template Builder during the planning process in order to get the different aspect implementations. As explained in the previous section, the introduction of aspects does not change the planning process and the existing planning algorithms are still valid.

Once a given plan is selected, the Configuration Executor uses the Aspect Factory to weave the aspect plans into the components implementations. In case of composite aspect plans, the Configuration Executor checks through the associated rules before weaving. The Aspect Factory uses the Aspect Weaver to manage the aspect weaving process. Typically, the Aspect Factory loads component classes and aspects implementations, weaves component classes and aspects, and finally instantiates the generated classes.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION & VALIDATION

To validate our approach, we proceed in two steps. Firstly, we have extended the MUSIC middleware so that it supports aspects planning and weaving. Then, we have implemented and tested a security-based adaptive application on top of the middleware. Because of the lack of space, the security-based application is not described in this short paper.

The middleware is implemented as a component-based framework using the OSGi technology with respect to the architecture presented in Figure 2. More precisely, the middleware is implemented with Knopflerfish OSGi [15] framework. To support aspects, we use AJDT AspectJ OSGi bundle as provided by the Eclipse project [16]. AspectJ provides the most common aspect programming model. It also supports dynamic aspect weaving, which is stressed by the need to implement the dynamic adaptation. Regarding security, we have used the algorithms library provided by the Java security framework [17]. This framework is architected as a set of providers of security concerns that are basically algorithms and key generators. The framework is supported by JavaME as well as JavaSE.

We have extended the previous version of the middleware by implementing the Aspect Manager component (see section III-B). The middleware is then able to reason on AspectJ aspects and MUSIC components compositions and to weave the selected aspects accordingly.

The weaving performance depends on the length of the class bytecode. For the same class bytecode size, we can see from [18] that AspectJ gives roughly the same performance as the MUSIC middleware as depicted by the first line of table I. This shows that the integration of AspectJ into the MUSIC middleware does not present substantial overhead.

From table I, one can also see that loading and weaving a class with aspect is at least 10 times longer compared to simple component instantiation. More precisely, It is around 1,500ms to weave and load the main component class vs 60ms for a simple class loading.

A. Analysis

This section discusses the complexity and the cost of integrating AOP into our planning-based adaptation middleware.

1) Modeling Complexity: As already mentioned, the integration of AOP principles and dependability mechanisms does not impact our variability model (see section III-A). Therefore, the application designer can reuse the same tools and models to describe the structure and the variability of its application. By modeling aspect-oriented configurations, the designer reduces the complexity of the application models since crosscutting concerns are not tangled and scattered within the components realizations, but clearly isolated as composite realizations. The complexity we introduce can be related to the description of aspect QoS. However, the added complexity is relatively small since the aspect QoS prediction is expressed in a similar fashion to the component QoS prediction. Therefore, the application designer can describe the contribution of an aspect realization as she does for any kind of component realization.

2) Deployment Cost: During the reconfiguration process, the selected configuration is compared to the deployed one and the differences are scheduled to implement the reconfiguration. In the case of a load-time weaving, the replacement is implemented as the creation of a new component instance and the migration of the associated internal state. However, one have seen from our experiment (see section IV) that this loading time introduces a non negligible overhead to the adaptation process. This has to be taken into account in case of time-sensitive adaptations.

3) Reasoning Complexity: The support of aspects does not increase the complexity of the reasoning process and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Weaving time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component without weaving</td>
<td>30ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component with AES-128 weaving</td>
<td>1,300ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

ASPECT WEAVING VS. COMPONENT INSTANTIATION PERFORMANCE
selection problem stills combinatorial. To overcome this issue, our adaptation reasoner implements several optimizations in order to control the reasoning complexity and reduce the adaptation cost. Many algorithms and heuristics have been proposed varying from Brute force, Greedy to more evaluated algorithms [19].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced the extension of an existing planning-based adaptation middleware for the support of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) principles. Our adaptation middleware benefits from AOP by dynamically planning aspects. This limitation is resolved by modeling and planning separately the business concerns, the aspect policies, and the crosscutting concerns. Furthermore, AOP benefits from our planning-based adaptation middleware by supporting the dynamic selection and configuration of the aspect policies depending on contextual information variation. The middleware architecture has been extended with minimal modifications independently from a particular AOP technology. Our approach is implemented and tested on top of the OSGi framework.
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